A hierarchical mixture of Markov models for finding biologically active metabolic paths using gene expression and protein classes.
With the recent development of experimental high-throughput techniques, the type and volume of accumulating biological data have extremely increased these few years. Mining from different types of data might lead us to find new biological insights. We present a new methodology for systematically combining three different datasets to find biologically active metabolic paths/patterns. This method consists of two steps: First it synthesizes metabolic paths from a given set of chemical reactions, which are already known and whose enzymes are co-expressed, in an efficient manner. It then represents the obtained metabolic paths in a more comprehensible way through estimating parameters of a probabilistic model by using these synthesized paths. This model is built upon an assumption that an entire set of chemical reactions corresponds to a Markov state transition diagram. Furthermore, this model is a hierarchical latent variable model, containing a set of protein classes as a latent variable, for clustering input paths in terms of existing knowledge of protein classes. We tested the performance of our method using a main pathway of glycolysis, and found that our method achieved higher predictive performance for the issue of classifying gene expressions than those obtained by other unsupervised methods. We further analyzed the estimated parameters of our probabilistic models, and found that biologically active paths were clustered into only two or three patterns for each expression experiment type, and each pattern suggested some new long-range relations in the glycolysis pathway.